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A particular focus of this resource is building sustainable practices into the promotion of  
5+ A Day.

Education for sustainability is about learning to think and act in ways that will safeguard the  
future well-being of people and our planet. Education for sustainability includes learning about:

  The environment – water, land, ecosystems, energy, waste, urban living, transportation.

  The interactions between the natural environment and human activities and the consequences  
of these.

  The choices and actions we can take to prevent, reduce or change harmful activities to  
the environment.

Central to this learning is the exploration of attitudes, values and behaviours with respect to  
the environment - both our own and those of others. 
(http://efs.tki.org.nz/EfS-in-the-curriculum/What-is-education-for-sustainability)

Greenhouse gases are gases in the atmosphere that absorb and emit radiation. The main 
greenhouse gases are water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and ozone. 

A carbon footprint is the accumulation of greenhouse gas emissions caused for example 
by: industry (e.g. waste, power, etc.); farming (growing, harvesting and transporting food for 
agriculture, flatulence, excrement, etc.); people (e.g. use of TV, computer and appliances,  
travelling etc.); or events (sport, entertainment, work related). An excess of these gases impacts 
on the environment contributing to the greenhouse effect and global warming.

Once we understand how a carbon footprint is made, strategies can be devised to reduce it,  
e.g. walking rather than being driven, turning off appliances when not in use, recycling, reusing 
and reducing waste. We can also reduce our carbon footprint by being mindful of what we eat. 

In eating 5+ A Day we can choose to purchase fruit and vegetables that are in season. Growing 
your own fruit and vegetables promotes healthy food habits and an environmentally friendly 
lifestyle. Recycling in the garden, e.g. composting, reusing containers or other items, collecting 
water or considering crops that require minimum water use not only reduces the carbon footprint 
but also fosters sustainable practices. 

Look for produce carrying our logo:

Introducing 5+ A Day®  
The Sustainable Way

A Day represents eating fruit  
and vegetables every day

5+ represents 5 or more servings 
of fruit and vegetables (2 of fruit 
and 3+ of vegetables)

The hand represents 
five or more servings 
(fingers) and a serving 
size is about a handful
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New Zealand Curriculum Links

Key Competencies
Managing self: to engage in a range of learning experiences, which encourage children to make 
informed choices for healthy lifestyle practices.

Relating to others: to achieve goals, share learning and negotiate ideas. 

Participating and contributing: to participate and contribute actively to the sustainability of social, 
physical environments.

Thinking: to construct knowledge, reflect on, and evaluate different gardening ideas and methods.

Use language, symbols and texts: to communicate ideas orally, visually and in text. Access and 
interpret new knowledge.

Interdependent Concepts
Hauora: develop understanding of the relationship between growing healthy fruit and vegetables, 
personal well being and the well being of the environment. 

Socio-ecological: explore factors that influence our choice and enjoyment of fruit and vegetables 
and gardening practices.

Attitudes and values: practical experiences designed to help children develop health-enhancing 
and eco-friendly attitudes to fruit and vegetables.

Health promotion: develop knowledge and implement plans to foster sustainable healthy  
lifestyle practices.

Prospective Cross Curricular Links
English: making meaning of listening, reading, viewing and engaging in speaking, writing  
and presenting.

Mathematics: use of symbols, charts and diagrams to interpret and communicate information.

Technology: carry out informed and critical evaluations.

Science: carry out investigations to make sense of the natural, physical world.

Social Science: consider social and environmental factors that influence choice.

Learning languages: identify links to social and cultural contexts.
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Key Area of Learning: Food and Nutrition

Strand Level Achievement Learning Outcome Independent  
  Objective We are learning to: Concept

A. Levels Personal Growth Describe feelings and attitudes Hauora 
Personal 1/2 and Development to planting, harvesting and eating  
Growth and    fresh produce  
Development
 Levels Safety  Identify sustainable practices that Hauora 
 3/4 Management affect personal, physical, social and     
   emotional growth and wellbeing

C. Levels Identity, Sensitivity Demonstrate respect through sharing Socio- 
Relationships 1/2 and Respect and cooperation in gardening activities ecological  
to Others    Perspective

 Levels Interpersonal Identify and demonstrate opportunities Socio- 
 3/4 Skills for implementing healthy, sustainable ecological 
   practices Perspective

D. Levels Rights,  Take individual action within a group Health 
Healthy 1/2 Responsibilities to contribute to an environment that Promotion 
Communities  and Laws; encourages healthy eating 
and  People and the  
Environments  Environment  
     
 Levels People and  Plan for and implement activities to Health 
 3/4 the Environment encourage the eating of fruit and or Promotion 
   vegetables 

Essential Learning Area:  
Health and Physical Education
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Composting is a great way to recycle fruit and vegetable peelings and cores and return  
important nutrients to the soil. Good compost improves both the structure of the soil,  
(providing good aeration and water retention characteristics) and provides nutrients for  
plant growth creating a bug and disease resistant healthy soil. Good compost also helps  
grow healthy and delicious fruit and vegetables.

Bag it – Compost in a Bag: Levels 1 and 2
Use either a small bag per child/group (4-6 weeks) or a class bag (2-3 months)

Small bag - suggested instructions:

  Children bring or collect at school a variety of food scraps e.g. vegetable/fruit peelings,  
bread crusts or pasta. 

  Collect newspaper, dry leaves, grass clippings, old hay, coffee grounds, egg cartons, etc. 

  Give one clear, 1-litre freezer bag to each child/group to name. Wearing disposable gloves 
children chop or tear the materials into small pieces. Children record the quantity of each item 
as they fill their bag with a mixture of dry ingredients, garden soil, food scraps, and water. 

  Seal the bags with twist ties. Have children massage their bags each day to mix up the 
ingredients. Bags should be opened for about six hours every other day to aerate compost. 
Then reseal the bags (* read important note regarding Legionnaires’ disease).

  Process should be complete in 4 to 6 weeks. 

  Children compare and contrast the different compost recipes as the composting process takes 
place, focus on colour, texture, smell, etc. 

  After 4-6 weeks compost can then either be used for the school or home garden or Hairy Herb 
Heads (see lesson 2), or you can have the children put it into small cups and then plant seeds. 
Children could then monitor the effectiveness of each compost recipe.

  Children decide on the key components of good compost.

Alternatively repeat the process by creating an outside class compost bag using a thick plastic 
bag with small holes in it.

*Important note when handling compost

Legionnaires’ Disease is a pneumonia caused by the legionella bacteria commonly found in water and soils, including 
potting mix and compost. It is important that gardeners take precautions when using potting mix, avoid inhaling the mix 
dust when opening and handling the bag. 

 Bags should be carefully opened in a well-ventilated area, preferably outdoors, and away from the face 
 Dampening down the mix with gentle watering is advised 
 Wash your hands after handling potting mix and doing any gardening

Lesson 1: 
Composting with 5+ A Day®
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Lesson 1: 
Composting with 5+A Day®

Dynamic Debris: Levels 3 and 4
Review the following composting concepts with students before working through the Investigation 
Questions below:

Composting Concepts 

 Living organisms produce organic matter. 

 Compost consists of decayed organic matter. 

  Just as there is a cycle of life, there is a cycle of decomposition in which once living materials 
break down and release their nutrients to again support life. 

 Many synthetic materials created by humans do not decompose. 

  Humus is a dark, crumbly material resulting from the decomposition of organisms and parts  
of organisms, and becomes part of the soil. 

 As decomposition occurs in a compost pile, heat is generated. 

  Composting is the management of the bio-decay of organic matter into humus-like material  
by other organisms.

Investigation Questions

 Investigate and present the cycle of decomposition for plant and vegetable matter. 

 What is meant by sustainability? 

 Investigate differing composting methods (e.g. layering, plastic bottle, bag, bin, worm farm). 

 What do you think may be the advantages and disadvantages of each? 

 What are the sustainable features of each method- (consider reduce, reuse, recycle)? 

 Choose and action one method of composting either in groups or as a class. 

 Consider pros and cons for your chosen method. 

 Use a CSI – (Cool, Stink and Interesting) to record thoughts and findings.
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Lesson 2: 
5+ A Day® Hairy Herb Heads
Hairy Herb Heads: Levels 1 and 2
Herbs can add to the flavour of many 5+ A Day dishes such as salads, potato dishes etc.  
Use the following method to grow your own herbs using recycled materials.

 Each child has a clean, recycled, empty food tin can, with edges smoothed off (if necessary).

 Use a hammer and nail to poke holes in the bottom of the can (consider safety issues).

  Children use acrylic paints to decorate the can (alternatively children use computer generated 
faces for their cans).

  Place a single layer of stones on the bottom of the tin and fill the can to two thirds with  
potting mix. 

 Children plant chosen herb seeds into the can. 

Reflect on what scientific properties for optimum plant growth. E.g. aeration, drainage, sunlight, 
moisture, soil composition.

Children identify steps to minimize damage to the seedling or plant when transplanting.

 Water seedlings well before transplanting.

 Make a hole in the soil that is approximately 7cm deep. 

  Gently ease seedlings out from container, ensure as much soil surrounds each plant to  
minimize root damage. 

  Press the soil gently around it making a small depression to allow water to directly penetrate  
the roots. 

  Place the can on a tray or saucer (to catch any water drainage) place in a sunny space  
and water regularly. 
(The use of biodegradable pots e.g. egg cartons/shells that you can place directly into the  
ground, inhibits root disturbance altogether and contributes to sustainability).
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Lesson 2: 
Recycling with 5+ A Day®

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Levels 3 and 4
Conduct a class brainstorm for rubbish items that may be recycled and used in the garden to  
grow fruit and vegetables in. 

How can this rubbish become treasure for your garden? Choose a piece of ‘would be’ rubbish 
and investigate its potential benefits and function for your garden. Obtain materials and equipment 
needed to trial your eco-friendly ideas.

Sustainable Starters: Egg cartons and shells can be used for propagation. Egg shells also add 
nutrients to soil and help to ward off snails, coffee grinds are a good nutrient additive to your soil, 
soft drink bottles can be reshaped and used to make miniature green houses or water catchers, 
newspaper is great carbon for compost piles, old carpets and sacking to create weed-mats, ice-block 
sticks are good for labelling plants, tin cans are useful for making herb gardens, tyres are great 
for building a compost, retaining areas of the garden and for planting in, barrels are also good for 
planting or making a compost structure, old furniture may be used for plant stands, ladders and  
old spring beds can support the growth of climbing vines, broomsticks and bamboo sticks for 
staking plants.

5+ A Day® Eco Warrior
In order to become eco-friendly gardeners it is useful to develop our understanding of the role that 
soil, water, sun, compost, worms, pests, etc. play in our garden. We can purchase soil, use tap 
water, buy fertilizer and bug repellants to maintain our garden, however in aiming for sustainability 
we might consider the pros and cons of buying our garden needs. 

Groups select one of the following aspects; soil, sun, water, compost, worms or pests and 
investigate concepts and practices that aim to improve, maintain and support eco-friendly edible 
gardens. Groups present findings creatively to share their learning with the class.

Investigation focuses may include:

   What we know about our chosen aspect, for example about, soil needs, water use, benefits of 
caring critters, pesky pests.

  The pros and cons of purchasing garden supplies, for example of buying in soil, or using 
commercial fertilizers, compost and mulch, using chemicals to eradicate pests, using tap water.

  Sustainable and environmental practices, for example how to maintain healthy soil, helpful 
garden critters, minimal water use, optimum use of the sun’s energy, etc.
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Lesson 3: 
5+ A Day® Salad Boxes
Levels 1 to 4
Here are the basic steps…
  Either build a salad box, or obtain seed raising trays or use pots. (One per group of 3-4 children).
  Place on a level and convenient spot.
 Select crops you want to grow.
  Fill with good quality soil (add compost). Soak and allow to drain.
  Sow seeds by sprinkling onto the soil then adding a dusting of additional soil over the top to 

ensure the seeds are covered.
 Water enough to keep the soil moist.
  Remove extra seedlings so that plants are 3-5cm apart.
 Harvest salad greens with scissors.
 The plants will re-grow for a second cutting. Then, just remove the spent plants and sow another crop!
Discussion points:
 Investigate and name the similarities and differences in lettuce leaves grown.
 Pick baby lettuce leaves and make a salad.
 When harvested, children can compare the tastes among the different leaves.

Personalised Plant Poker for Edible Garden Options: Levels 1 and 2
 Discuss the purpose of labelling plants. 
 Using recycled cardboard, ask the children to design a personalised plant poker for their garden. 
 Write on the label the plant’s name and date of planting.
 Colour in the template, and affix the 5+ A Day logo. 
 Cut out label and laminate. 
 Secure label to a sturdy stick. 
 Children place personalized poker at the front of their section of the salad box, pot or tray.

Making 5+ A Day® Friends in your Garden: Levels 3 and 4
When planting a garden it is important to take into consideration which plants make good companions. 
Companion gardening involves choosing certain plants to place beside each other for the best results. 
  Invite in a guest speaker to share companion planting information (try approaching your local 

garden centre for a speaker).
  Children research what factors they should think about when considering ‘good neighbours’ e.g. 

root systems, plants that prefer shade, plants that attract ‘good’ bugs, etc.
  Using a variety of ICT, investigate what plants are good neighbours and which are not and 

present your findings with reasons in a novel way. What companions will you include in your 
school or home edible garden?

Encourage Exceptional 5+ A Day® Edible Experiences
Persuade others to participate in 5+ A Day
  Find and prepare a 5+ A Day recipe that will complement what you have grown. E.g. herb 

vinaigrette for your salad.
  Look at different advertisements for fruit and vegetables. Investigate marketing strategies and 

come up with a plan to market your special recipe.
  In the school newsletter, ask parents or caregivers to submit a favourite fruit or vegetable recipe. 
  In groups children read through recipes, selecting those they think will be delicious. 
  Design a class taste test profile. 
   Trial a selection of recipes either at home or if possible at school and have individuals or groups 

report their findings back to the class. 
  Create a school fruit and vegetable cook book or 5+ A Day calendar to sell within the school community. 
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Fredge’s Thoughts: Levels 1 and 2
Here are some homework ideas you may like to use. To download a black and white worksheet  
for the children to work on at home, visit 5aday.co.nz

One of Fredge’s mottos is: Small Actions x Many People = Great Change

 Discuss with your family what this motto might mean.

 Choose four of the ideas listed in Fredge’s thought clouds below to action.

 Colour in the bubbles when you have completed the action.

  Can you think of two simple actions that would help make a healthier environment  
for yourself or others to live in? 

 Write them in the thought bubbles. 

 Add more thought bubbles if you need to.

Buy fruit and 
vegetables that are  

in season

Take your own 
shopping bags to the 

supermarket

Plant winter and 
salad greens all 

year round

Start a compost 
bin to recycle  
food scraps

Walk or bike to  
school when you can

5+ A Day® Homework Ideas
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Give Traction to the 5+ A Day® Action: Levels 3 and 4
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world.  
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

Margaret Mead U.S. anthropologist (1901 - 1978)

 What is the meaning of Margaret Mead’s quote?

 Discuss it with your family.

  Can you think of any significant changes that have happened as a result of people uniting 
together for a common goal?

  Also discuss with your family how eating 5+ A Day can be kind to the environment.

  Now it is time to turn your thoughts and ideas into ‘5+ A Day action coupons’. In other words, 
describe the action you want to take and how you are going to achieve it.

  Write up your 5+ A Day action coupons and think about how you can spread your 5+ A Day  
and environmental messages at home, at school, in your local community and globally.

Check out the examples below:

Be 5+ A Day Savvy
Practice these tips whenever you can:
Buy fresh
Buy seasonal
Or grow your own!

Celebrate Litter-less Lunch Day
•  Pack fruit and vegetables – they are 

in their own wrapping
•  Pack your lunch in reusable 

containers
•  Remove the school rubbish bins
•  Recycle the waste to the compost 

or worm farm
•  Use a reusable water bottle

Be Waste-wise
•  Reduce waste by planning more 

carefully when cooking and 
shopping. We throw away up to 
20% of what we buy!

•  Reuse plastic bags when shopping
•  Recycle your rubbish so that we 

reduce the demand on raw materials

Put in school newsletter

Propose to school council

Attach magnets and place on fridge door at home

5+ A Day® Homework Ideas
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